The IJC takes place at the 4-star Crowne Plaza hotel in Düsseldorf/Neuss. Discounted accommodation is available to conference participants. Conference venue is sold out every year, so don’t delay your booking. Alternative hotels nearby are listed at www.theijc.com/about-event/venue-hotels.

Crowne Plaza Düsseldorf
Rheinallee 1, 41460 Neuss, Germany
+49 2131 7700

DELEGATE FEES

Register online at www.theijc.com to enjoy full conference access with 2 days, 3 tracks, lunches, networking dinner and conference proceedings. Group discounts apply.

STANDARD RATE: 695 EUR
ESMA MEMBER RATE: 605 EUR

ALL PRICES EXCL. 19% VAT

CONTACT US

info@esma.com
info@theijc.com
+32 16 894 353
+44 130 427 4253
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The IJC is an ESMA and Digital Direct event.
The inkjet circle
Greater than the sum of its parts

Inkjet is not one technology, it is a symphony. No instrument plays in isolation and harmony can only be achieved with all elements interacting. Each technology contributes, each component is needed, but a single substitution or alteration introduces a chain reaction causing many changes to be required to bring the system back into balance. A balanced inkjet system has outstanding performance and reliability, and it is changing the way we print.

Just as the “inkjet circle”, TheIJC offers guidance for both newcomers and professionals from different domains who want to broaden their know-how. Inaugurated in 2014, the event has grown to the world’s largest inkjet knowledge platform for key industry players and leading research institutes. Their cumulated expertise provides for a strongly technical conference programme and unique networking opportunities.

PREVIOUS PARTICIPANTS SAY

“The conference exceeded my expectations. The technical talks were effective and helped me identify better research paths in my own job.” ★Adam Kohn, Nike

“All the giants of inkjet are there.” ★Sergej Pauli, Epsilon

“This inspiring conference shows the health and muscle of the inkjet technology and its continual improvement year after year.” ★Jordi Liminana, Limitrionic

“Currently, TheIJC is the best technical conference on inkjet.” ★Bart Jan Hattink, Kao Collins

“More than helpful for an equipment developer.” ★Volker Steffen, KBA Kammann

“It is an eye opener to new areas and a great opportunity to see new technologies.” ★Solomon Kimani, Domino

WWW.THEIJC.COM